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BACKGROUND

Restaurants are

Student Food Rules on the Digital 

Library Contribute to Learning

In nutrition education students 

learn about recommended healthy 

eating resources. 

Student training in scientific writing 

that contrasts healthy eating 

principles to popular print:

• reinforces learning

• demonstrates application

• provides for future clases

RATIONALE

Preparation: An evidence analysis module trained distance learning students in writing 

reasoned statements using scientific inquiry.3 Students then studied Dietary 

Guidelines for Americans (DGA) and M. Pollan’s Food Rules: An Eater’s Manual 

(FREM), before composing their own Food Rules using rationale from both sources. 

Writing a Rule: A student Food Rule statement of 500 words described the strength of 

DGA supporting evidence and compared it to rules found in FREM. Student rules with 

strong, moderate, or limited DGA support were acceptable as the objective was to 

demonstrate proficiency in scientific reasoning and to contextualize application using a 

popular publication as a backdrop. 

Scoring Rules: A rubric available to students was used to evaluate (1) food rule 

description, (2) discussion of supporting DGA recommendations, (3) description of 

FREM agreement/disagreement, (4) proposed value to fellow students, and (5) 

appropriateness of a rating assigned by the student who wrote the rule.

Publishing Rules: Students voluntarily granted publishing rights to the University and 

there was no penalty for not doing so. Rules were redacted to protect student privacy, 

assigned unique numbers, and posted on the University Digital Library.

Benefit to the Digital Community: Sharing student work extends the classroom in to 

the larger digital commons and provides a resource for future learning experiences

Student Word Cloud: Students in subsequent classes used sets of student Food Rules 

archived on the Digital Library to generate word clouds using Tagxedo™

OVERVIEW – RULES PAST, PRESENT & FUTURE

Typical Student Food Rulles

“Avoid salt shaker”

“Desire what can expire”

“Diversify your diet”

“Don’t eat like an American”

“Feed your body not your belly”

Scoring

A rubric scored rules based on 

description of DGA, comparison 

to FREM, & scientific reasoning 

for eating healthy foods.  

Stats

As of July 2016, over 2,900  

views on the Digital Library.  

http://digital.library.unt.edu/explor

e/collections/FOODR/

EVALUATION

Joining the digital commons 

supports learning communities 

by sharing outcomes beyond 

the classroom. 
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FOOD RULE WORD CLOUD

FOOD RULE WORD CLOUD
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